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ABSTRACT 

Heavy quarks ran expose new symmetries and novel phenomena in QC'D 
nol apparenl in ordinary hadronic systems. In these locturt-s 1 discuss 
the- use of effectivc-Lagrangian and light-cone Fock methods to analyze 
exclusive heavy h adroit decays such as T —• pp and B —• iT7r, and also 
to derive effective Schradiugcr and Dirnc equations for heavy quark sys
tems. Two contributions lo the heavy quark structure functions af the 
proton and other light haclrons are identified: an "extrinsic" contribution 
associated with leading twist QCD evolution of the gluon distribution, 
and a higher twist "intrinsic" contribution due lo the hardness of high-
mass fluctuations of multi-gluon correlations in hadronic wavefunclions. 
A non-perturbalivc calculation of the heavy quark distribution of a me
son in QCD in one space and one time is presented. The inlrinsir higher 
twist contributions lo the pion and proton structure functions can domi
nate the hadronic production of heavy quark systems at large longitudinal 
momentum fraction if and give anomalous contributions to the quark 
structure functions of ordinary hadrons at large n,}. I also discuss a num
ber of ways in which heavy quark production in nuclear targets can lest 
fundamental QCD phenomena and provide constraints on hadronic wave-
functions. The topics include color transparency, finite formation time, 
and predictions for charm production at threshold, including nuclear-
bound quarkonium, I also discuss a number of QCD mechanisms for 
the suppression of J/tf and T production in nuclear collisions, including 
gluon shadowing, the peripheral excitation of intrinsic heavy quark com
ponents at large Xf, and the coalescence of heavy quarks with co-moving 
spectators at low if, The latter mechanism provides an alternative to 
quark-gluon plasma explanations for the observed suppression of the J/V 
in heavy-ion collisions. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Although quantum chromadynamics has been extensively tested in its per-
turbative large moment- m transfer regime, many fundamental non-perlurbat'ive 
features of QCD involving confinement and the structure of hadronic wavefunc-
tions remain unexplored. Ideally, one should test a physical theory by varying 
its basic parameters or by modifying its external conditions. For example, in 
the case of atomic physics, one can probe the validity of quantum electrody
namics at small length scales by studying mtionic atoms, and one can study the 
induced physical changes in atomic structure by applying external electric and 
magnetic fields. Wr also have the ability lo change Hie physical environment 
and modify lhc basic parameters of QCD. For example, by studying hadronic 
production processes in nuclei, we can probe QCD phenomena such as "color 
transparency," nuclear-induced hadronization, and possible efleets due to the for
mation of a quark-gluon plasma. We can identify non-additive nuclear modifica
tions of structure functions, changes in jet evolution and hadronization, and the 
various formation times associated with hadronizatiori. Even more important, we 
can use heavy quark systems lo change the basic mass scales of the theory and 
thus probe QCD in extraordinary ways not possible in ordinary hadrons. In fact. 
as I shall emphasize in these lectures, the study of the propagation of heavy quark 
systems in nuclear matter can be used to lest a number of interesting features 
of QCD such as gluon shadowing and antkshadowing, induced gluon emission, 
co-mover interactions, and the presence of intrinsic heavy quark Fock states in 
the wavefunction of ordinary hadrons. 

Ideally, one would have hoped to test the heavy quark physics of QCD in 
toponium (it) and other hadrons carrying the top quark. The physics of such 
systems has been discussed in a comprehensive review by Kuhn and Zerwas. Un
fortunately, the present lower limit on the top quark mass m< > 80 GcV from 
CDF implies that the top quark will decay before significant QCD binding can 
occur. Thus QCD studies of heavy particle bound states have to be limited lo 
hadrons containing the charm and beauty quarks, 

In QED, the essential physical differences between electronic [e.~Z) and heavy 
muunic (p~Z) atoms is due lo the difference in the Icpton masses. However, in 
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QCD, the physical mass scale or light quark systems with m\ <C A™, is set by 
Ajjj i; 0.2 CJel', the non-perturbative mass scale of the theory, or the scale asso- \ y t 
ciated with chirat symmetry breaking. In the case of heavy quark systems (QQ) 
with TTIQ > A m , chiral symmetry is explicitly broken and the physical scales are 
primarily determined by mq. At low momentum transfers, the form factors and 
photoproduction of light hadrons are largely ruled by vector meson dominance. 
In contrast, approximations such as the pole dominance of dispersion relations 
are "ineffective" for heavy quark systems; the form factors of quarkonium arc 
controlled by the quark wavefunctions, just as in atomic physic?. 

There are other profound differences between light and heavy quark systems 
in QCD. FOT example, as noted by Gupta and Quinn, the QCD hadronizalion of 
the Rnal slate in t + r ~ annihilation could not lead to standard jet behavior in a 
world without light quarks, since color-singlet heavy quark hadron formation is 
perhirbatively suppressed by powers of Qj(mg|. In another example, Isgur' has 
shown that the dominant "nuclear" force between heavy quark hadrons is the 
exchange force due to quark interchange, rather than Yukawa meson exchange. 
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(See Fig. 1. ) On the other hand, Gribov has argued that confinement of heavy 
quarks nnrl glnon* would not even occur in QCD withoul the existenrc of light 
quarks. Q 

Figure 1 UlintrMion of the interne iron due to I he interchange of common quarks 
in nit-son-itirsrwi statlerwg Ttir <|unrk interchange <unplilud< cart tic computed from 
thr ron volution of thr four light-com* uravefunctions t,';|J"itx,) limes ibr wveric of a 
lighl-rouc energy riritominnlor 5«" Ref. 6. 

In these lectures I will discuss a number of ways in which heavy quarks sim
plify QCD physics as well as expose novel phenomena nol accessible in ordinary 
hadrons. For example, 
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• Since the quark mass acts a cutoff of final stale colli near singularities, jet 
evolution is calculable in pcrturbative QCD. Calculations of fragmentation 
functions to next-to-leading order and di-jcl correlation moments for heavy 
quarks are given in fiefs. 5 and 9. 

• Since heavy quark systems arc effectively non-relativistic Q^Q bound states, 
they can be described by an effective single lime Schrodinger equation. 

• Since the amplitude for gluon emission by heavy quarks is proportional 
to the quark velocity, the probability for higher Fock states QQg in the 
quarkonitim rest frame bound-state wavefunclion is suppressed by powers 
of A | j j / m ^ 

• In the case of the D and B mesons, the heavy quark acls as a sialic 
source whose internal interactions take place over a much shorter time 
TQ = C(nig l) than the times associated with the bound state scale. Thus, 
we shall he able to show that such mesons can be described as the bound 
states of a single-time (radialiveiy-corrected) Dirac equation for the rela
tivists light quark. 

• As in the case of atomic systems, the hyperfinc splitting and other features 
of the bound state spectrum due to the heavy particle spin is inversely 
proportional to the heavy quark mass. Furthermore, as emphasized by 
Lepage and Thackcr, Wise and Isgur, and others, the physics of 
the light quark in heavy hadrons Qq and Qqq is nearly independent of the 
heavy quark mass or flavor. 

• The effect of virtual heavy quark pairs in light quark systems can be sys
tematically analyzed by effective Lagrangian methods as an expansion in 
inverse powers of mjL The results are analogous lo the Serbcr-Uehling 
vacuum polarization and non-linear lighl-by-light scattering corrections in 
atomic systems. 

• Although the probability of intrinsic heavy quark Fock states such as qqqQQ 
in the wavefunclion of ordinary hadrons is suppressed by a power of A^^/m^. 
such wavefwnction fluctuations can dominate heavy quark structure func
tions al large J^ ; and lead to anomalous production of heavy quark systems 
at large tp. Thus intrinsic charm and beauty implies not only a hard 
heavy quark contribution to deep inelastic structure functions but also a 
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sourer for quarkonium and heavy hadron production at large Xf in ep and 
pp collider experiments. ' An analogous effect for very virtual light-quark 
pair*, the "intrinsic hardness" oNiadrotiic wavefunclions in QCD may pro
vide a possible explanation of the relatively copious "cumulative produc
tion" of hadrons observed at negative Tf in hadron-nuclcus collisions 

• Because of thr large mass scales involved, virtual loop corrections to heavy 
quark annihilation and decay processes such as T —• ggg and T —• gg*i 
can be analyzed in perturbation theory. The argument Q of the running 
coupling constant can be fixed unambiguously by using the method of "au
tomatic scale fixing". ' 

• The decay T —» ->A" provides an almost pure C = + ghioniiim source; the 
* IB 

shape of it? photon spectrum is largely controlled by perturbative QCD. 
• Since the dominant subproccsses for heavy quark production in hadron 

collisions are based upon gluon fusion, gg —» QQ and gg — QQg, one can 
isolate gluon structure functions and study gltionic shadowing and anti-
shadowing in nuclear targets. In the case of charm production at very 
high energii^ where r y < \Q~A ordinary QCD evolution leads to such high 
gliiitti rietisilies Ihal unitarity limits can be exceeded. In this regime gluon 
distributions reach saturation and higher twisl mulli-parton processes in 
the incident hadrons need to be taken into account, (See Fig. 2. ) Further 
discussion may be found in Ref. 19. 

• The exclusive decays of heavy systems to a fixed number of light hadrons 
such as J/v —• pp' and B -+ I-JT can be analyzed using QCD perturbation 
theory* In these reactions one is sensitive to moments of Lhc hadron distri
bution amplitudes tf(j,.Q}. the basic valence wavefunction, which control 
large momentum transfer exclusive reactions. 

• Because of the attractive QCD van dor Waals potential, it is possible to 
form nuclear bound quarkonium resonances such as n c —3 He in low energy 
hadron nuclear collisions at the charm threshold.* The existence of such 
slates would allow the study of the purely gluonic QCD Van der Waals 
nuclear potential. 

• The production of heavy quark systems at threshold allows the study of 
hadron physics at low relative velocity. For example, the threshold produc-
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,2.1 tion of charm in pp collisions could have a profound effect"' on the elastic 
pp scattering amplitude, accounting for both the strong spin correlation 

• M anomaly observed by Kriscli ct al. as well as the apparent breakduvt-n of 
color transparency seen in quasi-elastic pp scattering observed by Carroll 
ff al. 

Figure 2 Multi-gluon rontnl'uiion la clinrui production in high encrg) hadran 
collisions Such higher (wis) contributions need to be taken nccounl when the gluon 
density reaches saturation 

One of the moM interesting areas of QCD phenomenology is thp production of 
hea%*y quark systems such as J ft!', i!-' and the T in had ron-nucleus and nucleus-
nucleus collisions. The available data are in striking contrast to expectations 
based on gluon fusion: for example, the Jfv is produced at large if wiLh a rate-
too large to be explained by conventional gluon distributions. In addition, the 
dependence on nuclear number appears to depend on IF — ̂ l - a"2 rather 
than the gluon momentum fraction xi in the nucleus as expected from QCD 
factorization and gluon shadowing. The similarity of the A dependence for ihr 
J/V' and V'' excludes explanations based on final state absorption of charmonium. 

Another remarkable feature of recent data from the E772" experiment at 
Fermilab is the suppression of T production in proton nucleus collisfons at neg
ative i f in the nuclear fragmentation region. This result suggests that the oh 
servations by NA38* of 7/V' suppression in high transverse energy in heavy ion 
collisions may not require a specific nucleus-nucleus effect such as color screening 

30 
by a quark-gluon plasma. In fact, Vogt, Hoyer, and I have found that all of the 
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anomalous features of the data can be accounted for, once one takes into account 
intrinsic heavy quark Fock components in the initial h&dron wavefunctton and 
the effects tif heavy quark interactions with the co-moving spectators that an-
produced in the nuclear final state. The coalescence of the heavy quarks with 
the light quarti spectators corresponds to "induced hadronization." For example, 
capture reactions such 6&qQ -* [qQ)g, produce heavy hadrons Qq at the expense 
of qiif-irkoitium QQ bound states. 

In these lectures 1 will give a survey of some of the heavy quark phenomena 
listed above I will emphasize two main analysts tools, the method of effective 
Lagrangians "" which allows one to efficiently catalog heavy quark effects at a 
given order in l/»ir,. and the light-cone Fock expansion, which provides a simple 
representation of hadmn wave-functions in terms of their relativistic quark and 
glnon degree* of freedom. 

EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN METHODS IN QCD 

As 1 have em, hashed in the introduction, heavy quarks can greatly simplify 
<Jt''l) analyst's. In the cast- of heavy liadrotis {<jQ) and (qqQ). the heavy quark 
can he treated as a static source with an internal time TQ much shorter than 
the bound stale time TH »- A™. This is immediately apparent in time-ordered 
perturbation theory where one sees that the leading diagrams have the minima] 
number of energy denominators involving the heavy quark. Furthermore, the 
energy transfer to the nucleus qn ~ qi/2tnq vanishes in the heavy quark limit. 

We thus expert that heavy mesons can be treated in terms of an effective Dirac 
equation, where the light quark is relativistic. and the heavy quark provides a 
static source." The physics is even more simplified when one lakes into account 
the fact that the amplitude for the radiation of gluons with physical polarization 
is of order (if"- p/itiq and the consequent spin splittings are suppressed for heavy 
quarks. 

The emergence of an effective Dirar equation from the QCD Lagrangian is 
apparent using effective Lagrangian methods. In general an ultraviolet regulator 
A is needed to define a renormalizable theory such as QCD. In effect all virtual 
loops are rut-off if \p'\ > A'. The cut-off A if* usually taken to be much larger 
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than all physical scales in the problem. In fact, one is allowed to choose a smaller 
value for A, but at the expense of introducing new power-law suppressed terms 
in an effective Lagrangian: 

where 

£<A» = - i Fi;\!f(*"""' + ^ A l [i0 , A> - m(A)] *<*> . (2) 

Due to gauge in variance, Lorcntz in variance, and other symmetries, there are only 
a limited number of terms which can contribute at order ]/A". Furthermore, as 
emphasized by Lepage and Thacker, the coefficients of each term in 6Q, can 
be fixed to arbitrary order in o,(A) and m(A) by calculating an appropriate 
on-shell quark-gluon scattering ampliiudc to the required order in perturbation 
theory. As a consequence, all of the physics beyond ihe scale A is replaced by 
effective (non-rcnormalizable) local interact ions. 

As a first example of the use of effect ivr Lagrangians in QCI). let us choose 
A < rnq. In this case, all effects of heavy quarks in light quark and gluoii hadronir 
systems are simulated by the effective Lagrangian. 

(3) 

^F^r"r^+°{W) 
The first term is equivalent to the Serbcr-UeJiIing vacuum polarization correction 
to low momentum transfer photon exchange in Abelian QEI). The second term is 
special to non-Abelian theories. Since this term couples up to sis gluons at order 
I/nrig, >t can lead to a significant heavy quark pair content in the non-valence 
wavefunctions of the proton and other light hadrons. (See Fig. 3. ) I return to 
the piienomenological consequences of this in later sections. 



- H - * . 

I t t ^ « / ^ ^ fci IV1I*11 

(ifturc .1 HCAV? quark pair fluctuation in th« proton wavcfunrtion due to nan-
Alirh.m lerniv in (lie rflVrlivc lifavy quark Lagrangian at order l/">jj 

Heavy ^ ^ systems such as the T are essentially non-relalivistic systems: 
\VQ) "" ' ' " ' " " 1 ( ' P m ' > J l hil i ty t h a l the kinetic energy of the massive quark is 
comparable to its mass is of order a] < 1 0 - 3 . It is thus advantageous lo choose 
A slightly larger than mg in the effective Lagrangian so thai all of the effects 
nf relaiivistic momenta are restricted Lo the higher order terms in tin? effective 
l.airraii.ciati. In fact, to nrdrr (ij~) /A*, thr effective Lagrangian for hrav^ quarks 
lias tin- form 

. . . i .M t ' | f>.A)*7(, \ ) - c . u , 
<*Li = - y t ' V f *' (4) 

wlicre line <*'<ti use free scattering amplitude calculations to fix the infrared fi
nite cuHfiriniis r, in the desired order in perturbation theory. Furthermore, as 
shown bv Lepage and Caswell, one can now use the Foldy-Wouthuysen trans
formation '<' reduce the Lagrangiati to two-component spinor form appropriate 
to heavy quarkoniiim. The resulting bound state equation is of the Schrodinger 
Torni including relntivistic, spin, and anomalous moment corrections in the ef
fective potential. An important advantage of this formulation is that one can 
systematically expand in powers of both q5/™}} and K.E./IJIQ since they arc 
each always small in thr humid state equation. 

It should also be noted that the effective Lagrar.gian method can also be 
applied to heavy mesons </<? where only the heavy quark is non-rolativistic. In 
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this case, the heavy quark acts to leading order in 1/rng as a static source of 
a non-Abclian QCD potential analogous to the Coulomb potential in muonium 
( t " / j 4 ) , Ignoring radiative corrections to the light quark, one thus has 

\ip - <M*«leni«l<-r) ~ "Jfl]^*Dir«(3-) = 0 . (5) 

More generally, one can correct the Dirac propagator for the light-quark line 
to include in the Furry picture all of its QCD radiative corrections, as in the 
Erickson-Y«'iniie formulation of the Lamb Shift of hydrogenic atoms. (See Fig. 
•I- ) 

•*T*TT-T-

Figure 4 Reduction of the two-particle scattering amplitude for <$ — qQ to 
single-time Dirac-Furry propagation in the limit where iJio heavy quark hreumes in-
finitHy massive The double lint (Furry propagator) represents the light quark propa
gating to all orders in the effective (Coulomb-1 ike) static potential of the heavy qi'irk. 
The equation of mot inn for the light quark is an effective local Dirac equal ion modified 
by QrD radiative corrections. 

Notice that by using the effective Lagrangian method, one has effectively re
duced the multiple-lime Bethc-Salpeter equation formulation of relativistic bound 
states to an effective single-time Dirac equation which can be systematically im
proved order by order in \jrriQ. It should be emphasized I hat one must sum an 
infinite number of crossed graph kernels in the Bcthe-Salpelcr equation in order 
lo correctly reproduce the physics of the Dirac equation in a Coulomb field. 

The effective Lagrangian method allows one to separate high and low mo
mentum transfer scales for virtually any problem in QCD. In genera! the physics 
of virtual corrections from loop momenta |fca| > Q2 is represented by a sum of 
gauge invariant terms in the local Lagrangian up to the specified order in l/Q2. 
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Because of asymptotic freedom, one can calculate the coefficient functions as a 
perturhative series in ag(Q7) By choosing Q appropriately, we can calculate any 
high momentum transfer reaction from the expectation value of the \/Q2 term 
in the effective Lagrangian. There are a number of immediate applications: 

v The exclusive decay of heavy hadrons to light hadrons, such as B —» wr 
in which the weak transition forces internal momentum transfer of order 
Q' = prijg. Here ft2 — Al™ is a typical hadronic mass scale in QCD. 

• Exclusive scattering amplitudes such as hadron form factor F[Q2). These 
amplitudes involve internal momentum transfers of order Q = cQ where c is 
set by the average momentum fraction of the valence quarks in the hadron 
wavefunctions. 

• Structure functions at the endpoinl x^ -+ 1. These processes require inter
na! momentum transfers of order Q2 = — / ( ' / ( ' — x). {See Fig. 5.) 

• Exclusive decays of heavy hadrons such as T -* pp. These processes involve 
quark annihilation at the momentum scale Q~ = mj . 

• Intrinsic heavy quark fluctuations in light hadron wavefutictions. Again 
thesramplihidesreqiiirc virtual riKitneiitumexdiange at the scale Q' = mh. 

4 9< 6BMA9 

Kigiirc 5 Dominant contribution to I he praloti Ktruclure function at xt, — 1 
Earn intfrnal propagator is olT shell of order k7 •» —|i 3/(l - *»,) 

In these examples, it is easy to verify that the leading order amplitude M 
has the leading power behavior set hy the dimensional counting rules: 

.VI = 0\QA-*} (ft) 

where n is t he total number of photon, lepton, quark, and gluon fields participat • 
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ing in the hard scattering. To this order, quark helicily is conserved which leads 
in turn lo hadrort helicily conservation in hard exclusive QCD processes. In the 
case of structure functions, one finds that the leading endpoint behavior (before 
QCD evolution) ha.-- the form 

G,tu(T) - {1 - jf" , + ^ A (7) 

where n(pectitor» is the number of quarks which must be brought to i = 0 and 
AA is the difference between the struck quark and parent hadran's helicity. 

In each case, the normalization of (lie leading amplitude is controlled by 
the convolution of the corresponding term of llie effective Lagrangian with the 
appropriate bound state hadronir wavefu net ions in the low momentum region 
|A-2| < A 2 . We will make this more precise in I lie next section. 

L I G H T - C O N E W A V E F U N C T I O N S " 

As was first emphasized by l)ira« in UW. there are many advantages if 
one quantizrs field theories at a fixed lime r = t -f r / r on the light cone rather 
than at ordinary time t. The primary reason is that boost operators are kine-
rr.ntita] rather than dynamical, so that solutions to the bound stale problem are 
automatically obtained for any Loreniz frame. In contrast, in equal-time quan
tization, calculating the boosted wavefumiicm is as complicated as diagonalizing 
the Hamiltonran itself. 

In light-cone quantization, a free particle is specified by its four momentum 
Jf = (ft + , Jfc~,frx) *'hcrc fc* = kn ± k3. Since the particle is on its mass shell and 
has positive energy, its light-rone energy is also positive: k~ = (k^ + m2)/k+ > 0. 
In perturbation theory, transverse momentum £A-j_ and the plus momentum 
J2 k+ are conserved at each vertex. On*' can construct a complete basis of free 
Fock states (ci gens tales of the free light-cone Hamihonian) Jn) (nj = / in the 
usual way by applying products of free field creation operators to the vacuum 
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stale |0) : 
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where A*, rf* and a ' create bare quarks, antiquaries and gluons having three-
momenta fc, and heliritiis A,. Of course these "Fock slates" ^arc generally not 
eigenslatcs of the full Hamiltonian Hie- However the zero-particle state is the 
only one with zero total P+, since all quanta must have positive fc+, and thus 
this state cannot mix with the other states in the basis. The free vacuum is thus 
an ex art eigenstale of Htc-

The restriction H-+ > 0 is a key difference between light-cone quantization 
and ordinary equal-lime quantization. In equal-time quantization, the state r>[ 

" a parton is specified hy its ordinary three-momentum k = (A*1,A*2,*"1). Since 
each component of k can be either positive or negative, it is easy to make zero-
moment inn rbrk states that contain particles, and these will mix with the zero-
particle slate to build up the ground state. In light-cone quantization each of 
the particles forming a zero-momentum stale must have vanishingly small k+. 
Such a configuration represents a point of measure zero in the phase space, and 
therefore stirli states can usually be neglected. Actually some care must be taken 
here since there are operators in Lhe theory that are singular at fr+ = Q—e.g. 
the kinetic energy {k[ + M~)fk+. In certain circumstances, stales containing 
k+ _» 0 quanta can significantly alter the ground state of the theory. One such 
circumstance is when there is spontaneous symmetry breaking. Note also thai 
the space of states that play a role in the vacuum structure is much smaller for 
light-cone quantization lhan for equal-time quantization', the state of each parlott 
is specified by a two-momentum rather than a three-momentum since k+ = D. 
This suggests that vacuum structure may be far simpler to analyze using the 
light-cone formulation. 

The light-cone Fock slates form a very useful basis for studying the physical 
states of the theory. For example, a pion with momentum £ =j ( P + , P i ) is 
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described by state 

where the sum is over all Fock states and helicities, and where 

(9J 

(10) 

The wavefunclion V'm/.tXi.Jtx,, A,) is the amplitude for finding parlous with mo
menta ( i , / > + , . - | P ± + A*j.,) in the pion. ]1 does not depend upon thr pion's mo-
menlum. This special feature of light-cone wavefunctions is not surprising since 
x, is the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the i'l"-parton (0 < x, < ]). 
and k'xt is its momentum "transverse" to the direction of the meson. Both of 
ihese are frame independent quantities. The ability to specify wavefunctions 
simultaneously in any frame is a special feature of light-cone quantization. 

In the light-cone Hamiltonian approach, one chooses the light-conr gauge. 
1/ - A — A+ = 0, for the gluon field. The use of this gauge results in well known 
simplifications in the perturbative analysis of light-cone dominated processes such 
as high-momentum hadronic form factors. Furthermore it is indispensable if one 
desires a simple, intuitive Fock-state basis since there arc neither negative-norm 
gauge boson states nor ghost states in A+ = 0 gauge. Thus each term in the 
normalization condition 

E / n T

1

t

6 j r3 1 >l»V< j r»'£i , A ) | 2 = 1 (H) 

is positive. 
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Light-Cone Bound-State Equations 

Any hadron state, such as \n) for the pion, trust be an eigenstatc of the 
light-cone Harniltonian. Consequently, when working in the frame where £ w = 
{P+. P±) = (l.Ox) and P* = Ml„ the stale |ir) satisfies an equation 

(Ml - HLC) jff) = 0. 

Projecting this onto the various Fock states {qq\, {qqg\. 
number of coupled integral eigenvalue equations, 

(12) 

results in an infinite 

(K-E^) 
(13) 

where V is the interaction pari of H[.c- Diagrammatically, 1" involves completely 
irreducible interactions—(.r. diagrams having no interna) propagators—coupling 
Fock stales. I See Fig. f>.) 

3-
3)" 0 "** ff^ * • * 

3> 
5> 

Figure 6 Conplrd rigonvnIui> equation* Tor the light-cone wavpfunrlionsof r. pion. 

These equations determine the hadronic spectrum and wavefunctions. Al
though the potential is essentially trivial, the many channels required to describe 
a hadronic state make these equations very difficult to solve. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to find solutions numerically by dtagonahzing the light-cone Hamiltonian 
in a discrete basis of Fock states obtained by imposing periodic boundary condi-
tions." I return to an application of this approach to heavy quarks »n the nest 
section. 
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In principle the hadronic wavefunctions determine all properties of a hadron. 
The general rule for calculating an amplitude involving wavefunction Vn \ de
scribing Fock state n in a hadron with £ = ( / > + , P i ) , has the form (see Fig. 
7) : 

where Til*1 is the irreducible scattering amplitude in LCPTh with the hadron 
replaced by Fock stale n. If only the valence wavefunction is to be used, T„ is 
irreducible with respect to the valence Fock state only; e.g. T„ for a pion has 
no qq intermediate states. Otherwise contributions from all Fock slates must be 
summed, and Tn is completely irreducible. 

44. - 1^. 1-X 

Figure 7 Calculation of hadronic amplitudes in the light-row Fork formalism 

The leptonic decay of the r* is one of the simplest processes In compute since 
it involves only the qq Fork state. The sole contribution to r" decay is from 

{0| *„<,+(] - ->s Wy | * - ) « : -v^2P + /» 

(15) 
where n c = 3 is the number of colors. fr ss 93 MeV, and where only the Lz = 
St = 0 component of the general qq wavofunrtion contributes. Thus we have 

This result must be independent of the cutoff A provided A is large compared 
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with typical hadronic scales. This equation is an important constraint upon 
the normalization or the <tu waveftifiction. It also shows thai there is a finite 
probability for finding a c~ in a pure du Fock state. 

Hadronic Structure Functions and Light-Cone Wavefunctions 

[n the Bjorken scaling limit, deep inelastic lepton scattering occurs if x^ 
matches the light-cone fraction of the struck quark. Thus the structure functions 
ran be immediately related to the light-cone probability distributions: 

2MFl{x,Q) = ?^Q*YtelGa/p(x,Q) (17) 

a 

where 

Ga/P(*.Q) = W f f ^ ^ I ^ W ^ A , ) ! 2 ^6(xfc -*) (18) 
n.A, • i~a 

is the number density of parlons of type a with longitudinal momentum fraction 
J- in the proton. (The £ f t ' s o v e r *M partons of type a in Fock state n.) However. 
the light cone wavprunctions contain much more information for the final state 
of deep inelastic scattering, including multiparticle distributions, spin and flavor 
correlations, and the spectator jet composition. 

Hadronic Form Factors 

The electromagnetic form factor of a pion is defined by the relation 

<» : £*| J?m IT = £) = %P + ?)* F H 1 * " P?) (19> 

where J?m is the electromagnetic current operator for the quarks. The form factor 
is easily expressed in terms of the pion's Fock-state wavefunctions by examining 
the fi = + component of this equation in a frame where P = (1,0) and £' = 
(l . fx) a "o f t = Q2 - -I2- Then thespinor algebra is trivial since u(£)7 +«(I) -
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2y/k+l+, and the form factor is just a sum of overlap integrals analogous to the 
« •onrelativistic formula: (See Fig. 8. ) 

— 1 f « ** m. 

(20) 
M . • 

Here e„ is the charge of the struck quark, A 2 > 9*|, and 

- _ J kxt - 3"i9x + 9*L far the struck quark 
<±i = 

^•J.I - JT»€L for all other partons. 
(21) 

Notice that the transverse momenta appearing as arguments of the first wave-
function correspond not to the actual momenta carried by the partons but to 
the actual momenta minus i,Qx- 1° account for the motion of the final hadron. 
Notice also that I± and Jrj. become equal as qx —• 0, and that Fr —» 1 in this 
limit due to wavefunction normalization. The various form factors of hadrons 
with spin are found by choosing initial and final hadron and helicilics. 41 

x , k L + ( i - x ) q A 

p+q p+q 

Figure 8. Calculation of the form factor of a bound state from the convolution of 
light cone Fock amplitudes. The result is exact if one sums over all V„. 

Let us now consider the meson form factor at high momentum transfer Q2. 
tf the internal momentum transfer exceeds the Lagrangian cut-off A then thr 
Drell-Yan convolution of bound slate wavefunctions computed from £o does not 
contribute to F»f[Q2)- In ibis case the leading contribution is computed from the 
effective Lagrangian term of order 1/Q 2. Generally one finds that the amplitudes 
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for hadron form factors can be written in a factorized form as a convolution 
of quark distribution amplitudes <£(xi, (?), one for each hadron involved in the 
amplitude, with a hard-scattering amplitude Ta?°'*2 The pion'a electromagnetic 
form factor, for example, can be written as ' ' 

l I 

FW(Q*)*= J IT Jd9<i>;(y.Q)TH(z>y,Q)<l>,(x,Q) ( l + c ? ( g ) ) - (22> 
D D 

Here 77/ is the scattering amplitude for the form factor but with the pions replaced 
by collinear qq pairs—i.e. the pious are replaced by their valence partons. We 
can also regard T// as the free particle matrix element of the order 1/Q* term in 
the effective Lagrangian for "i*qq —* qq. 
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The process-independent distribution amplitude ij>r(x,Q) is the probability 
amplitude for finding the qq pair in thr pion with xq = x and xj =• 1 - x: 

The A*j. integration in Eq. (23) is cut off by the ultraviolet cutoff A = Q implicit 
in the wavefunction; thus only Fock states with energies \£\ < Q2 contribute. 

It is important to nole that the distribution amplitude is gauge invariant. In 
gauges other than light-cone gauge, a path-ordered "string operator" 
Pexp{Jn dsigA(sz) • :) must be included between the V' a n < i </'• The line in
tegral vanishes in light-cone gauge because .4- z = A+s~ /2 = 0 and so the factor 
can be omitted in lhat gauge, This (non-perturbative) definition of C" uniquely 
fixes the definition of TH which must itself then be gauge invariant. 
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Is PQCD Factorization Applicable to Exclusive Processes? 

One of the concerns in the derivation of the PQCD results for exclusive am
plitudes is whether the momentum transfer carried by the exchanged gluons in 
the hard scattering amplitude T> is sufficiently large to allow a safe applica
tion of perturbation theory. The problem appears to be especially serious if 
one assumes a form for the hadron distribution amplitudes $}{{Ti,Q2) which has 
strong support at the endpoints, as in the QCD sum rule model forms suggested 
by Chernyak and Zhitnitskii.' 

This problem has now been clarified by two groups; Gari ct al. in the 
case of baryon form factors, and Mankiewicz and Szczcpaniack, for the case 
of meson form factors. Each or these authors has pointed out thai the assumed 
non-perturbative input for the distribution amplitude must vanish strongly in 
theendpoint region; otherwise, there is a double counting problem for momentum 
transfers occurring in the hard scattering amplitude and the distribution ampli
tudes. Once one enforces this constraint, (cy. by using exponentially suppressed 
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wavefunctions ) on the basis functions used to represent the QCD moments, or 
uses a sufficient number of polynomial basis functions, the resulting distribution 
amplitudes do not allow significant contribution to the high Q2 form factors to 
come from soft gluon exchange region. The comparison or the PQCD predictions 
with experiment thus beromes phenomenologically and analytically consistent. 
The analysis of exclusive reactions outlined in these lectures based on the effec
tive Lagrangian method is also consistent with this approach. In addition, as 
discussed by Doits, potentially soft contributions to large angle hadron-hadron 
scat tering reactions from Landsholf pinch contributions are strongly suppressed 
by Sudakov form factor effects. 

There also has been important progress testing PQCD experimentally using 
measurements of the p —• A" form factors. In a recent new analysis of existing 
SLAC data. Stoler has obtained measurements of several transition form factors 
of the proton to resonances at H* = 1232,1535. and 1680 MeV. As is the case 
of the elastic proton form factor, the observed behavior or the transition form 
factors to the A'*(1535) and A"(1660) are each consistent with the Q~4 fall-off 
and dipole scaling predicted by PQCD and hadron hclicity conservation over the 
measured range 1 < Q2 < 21 OeV2. In contrast, the p -* A(1232) form factor 
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decreases foster than l/Q* suggesting that non-leading processes are dominant 
in this case. Remarkably, this pattern of scaling behavior is what is exported 
from PQCD and the QCD sum rule analyses, since, unlike the case of tin-
proton and its other resonances, the distribution amplitude tj>tf*(zi,X2,X3,Q) of 
the A is predicted to be nearly symmetric in the r;, and as first discussed by 
Carlson and Poor a symmetric distribution leads to a strong cancellation of 
the leading helicity-conscrving terms in the matrix elements of the hard scattering 
amplitude for qqq —> "\*qqq. These successes of the PQCD approach, together 
with tli«' evidence for color transparency in quasi-elastic pp scattering gives strong 
support for the validity of PQCD factorization for exclusive processes at moderate 
momentum transfer. It seems difficult to understand this pattern of form factor 
behavior if it is due to simple convolutions of soft wavefunctions. 

A i£L ^ 1 

u 

| k s l < A 2 

r(A> 

| k Z | > A * 

Figurr it F&rtorizntion of perturbalive and non-perturhaiive contributions lo ihr 
decay ijt — •>•> The mairix element 7H(<*? — 77) i« calculated from the h«avy quark 
eAVtivr Lagratigun with A3 — ntg. 

LIGHT-CONE QUANTIZATION AND HEAVY PARTICLE DECAYS 

We can now apply the PQCD formalism outlined above for large momentum 
transfer exclusive processes to heavy quark decays. For example for the decay 
17̂  —• "> *r we can rhoose the Lagrangian cutoff A3 — m]. To leading order in 
l/iri f, all of the bound slate physics and virtual loop corrections are contained 
in the cc Fock wavefunction i\{xt,kxi). The hard scattering matrix element of 
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the effective Lagrangian coupling cc -* 77 contains all of the higher corrections 
in Oj{A2) from virtual mementa \k2\ > A3, Thus 

1 

M{r,r - r>} = Jd2kxJd^^(X,k±) T ^ c c - 77) 
0 

(25) 
j 

=> fdx4(x, A) rj^'fee -»77) 

where 0(x, A*) is the r/r distribution amplitude. This factorization and separation 
of scales is shown in Fig. 9. Since the ijr is quite non-relativistic, its distribution 
amplitude is peaked at 1 •= 1/2 and its essentially equivalent to the wavefunclion 
at the origin t"(r = 0). 

Figure 10 Calculation of J/v — pp in PQCD. 

Our of the most interesting examples of quarkonium decay in PQCD is the 
annihilation of the J/V- into baryon pairs. The calculation involves the convo
lution of the hard annihilation amplitude Tn[cc —* ggg ~* uvduvd) with the 
J/t!\ baryon, and anti-baryon distribution amplitudes. ' (See Fig. 10. ) Thv 
magnitude of the computed decay amplitude for V —• PP >s consistent with ex
periment assuming the proton distribution amplitude computed from QCD sum 
rules. The angular distribution of the proton in e+e~ —* J/& —* pp is consistent 
with hadron helicity conservation; i.e. opposite proton and anti-proton hclicity. 

The effective Lagrangian method has b?cn used by Lepage, Caswell, and 
Thacker to systematically compute the order as[Q) corrections to the hadronic 
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and photon decays of quarkonium. The scale Q can then be set by incorporating 
vacuum polarization corrections into the running coupling constant. A complete 
summary of the results can be found in Ref. 52. 

Annihilat ion of Quarkonium to Exclusive Channels 

One of the outstanding puzzles in charmonium physics is why the J/\{> decays 
with a large branching ratio into vector plus pseudoscalar mesons: BR(Jf<' -* 

Pz) = l I.2S ± 0.10) x 10~ 2, and BR[J/t!< -» A " * } = (3.8± 0.7) x ID" 3 , whereas 
r?r?(v' — pit) < S.3 x 10~\ and BR(xl<' - • K*T\) < 1.79 x 10" 5 . PQCD predicts 
n strong suppression into such channels since they necessarily violate hadrrm 
helicity conservation. The t'1' appears to respect this theorem. However, the 
psetidn-itralnr vector decays of the Jjv are highly anomalous if ihcy arise from 
short-distance decay subprocesscs in QCD. 

The puzzle would be solved if there exists a J — \~~ gluonium state 
with mass sufli« irntly close to the J/v (but nol to the i' r) to affect its hadronir 
deciit> 

However, that is not llie only puzzle. The branching rat! for the decay 
of the r/( into two vector mesons {/>/), A'* A' ><t>$) and also pp are not small even 
t hough t hey are all first-order forbidden by hadron helicily conservation in PQCD. 
;'iwever. as pointed out by Anselmino. Genovc.se, and Predazzi. these decays 
would In* affected hy the presence of a tri-gluoniutn pseudoscalar state with a mass 
close {within 60 MeV) to the n r . It is in fact plausible th». 1 gluonium 
state is found near the J/ti\ that a 0~ + gluonium sate will also be found near 
llie Tff The lest of this explanation is that the more massive quarkonium stales 
obey the hadron helicity conservation selection rules. 

Exclusive Weak Decays of Heavy Hadrons 

An important application of the PQCD effective Lagrangian formalism is to 
the exclusive decays of heavy hadrons tr Fight hadrons, such as Bn —< ir+n~. 
A + .A '~ .* To a good approximation, the decay amplitude ,VI = (B\Hwk\*+K~) 
is raused hy the transition h —* H r + u"; thus 

.M = / TrfGf/v^( Jr-|^|B°) (26) 
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where J? is the 5 —• u weak current. The problem is then to recouple the spectator 
d quark and the other gluon and possible quark pairs in each Ba Fock state to 
the corresponding Fock state of the Ana! state ir~. (Sec Fig. 11. ) The kinematic 
constraint that (pa -pw)7 = m\ then demands that at least one quark line is far 
off shell: p£ = (ypB ~P*)2 *'"«fl 1.5 GeV2, where we have noted that the 
light quark takes only a fraction (1 - y) ~ j(k\ + mfylmu of the heavy meson's 
momentum since all of the valence quarks must have nearly equal velocity in a 
bound slate. In view of the successful applications of PQCD factorization to 
form factors at momentum transfers in the few GcV7 range, it is reasonable lo 
assume that (|pjj4) is sufficiently large compared to A^g that we can begin to 
apply perturbative QC1) methods. 

^ 5 d (i-y) 
(a) 

D / U X J1 

1-x i-y 
• •- (t>) „.,»,, 

Figure II Cnlculnlioiioniir wrak (icrn> P — rir in (lie PQCD formalism of Rcf. 
21. The gluon exchange krrnrl of the hadron wavofunclion is exposed ivltrre hard 
momentum translcr is required. 

The analysis of the exclusive weak decay amplitude can now be carried om 
in parallel to the PQCD analysis of electroweak form factors ' al large Q1. The 
first step is to iterate the wavefunction equations of motion so thai the largo 
momentum transfer through the gluon exchange potential is exposed. The heavy 
quark decay amplitude can then be written as a convolution of the hard scattering 
amplitude for Qq ~* W+qij convoluted with the B and * distribution amplitudes. 
The minimum number valence Fock state of each hadron gives the leading power 
law contribution. Equivalent)}-, we can choose the cut-off scale in the effective 
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Lagrangian A'2 < /mi a so that the hard scattering amplitude 7'w(<?ij -* \V+tjTf) 
must hi- computed from the matrix elements of the order 1/A' terms in f)C, Thus 
Tft contains alt perturbative virtual loop corrections of order a a (A 3 ) . The result 
is the fartorizrd form: 

l i 

M(B ^ ITJT) = Jdi JdyifrB(i,tA)T„<j>wiT.A) (J7> 

which is rigorously correct up to terms of order 1/A*. AH of the non-perturbative 
corrections with momenta \k2\ < A2 are summed in the distribution amplitudes, 

In order to make an estimate of the size of the B —• ffff amplitude we shall 
lake the simplest possible forms for the required wavefunctions 

<M>/) <* 7s/vy(l - y) C-'S| 

for the piori ami 

M r ) * ^fL^JsM t M ) 

l J * ( l - r ) J 

for the B, each normalized to its meson decay constant. The above form for 
the heavy quark distribution amplitude is chosen so that the wavefiinetion peaks 
at equal velocity; this is consistent with the phenomcnological forms used to 
describe heavy quark fragmentation into heavy hadions. Wc estimate t — 0.05 
to 0.10. The functional dependence or the mass term g[r) is unknown; however, 
it should be reasonable to take g(r) ~ 1 which is correct, in the weak binding 
approximation. 

One now can compute the leading order PQCD 'iecay amplitude 

M[B° - jr-x +) = ̂  v;rf voi /* <»-1 v i B ° ) (30) 
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where 

2\ (,- | rn I B°) = ® ^ J jd* fdy *„(,)* iv) 

x 
T r { j \ - ^ 7 n " ( f * + Aijg('))7ii7^1 (31) 

*?<? 2 

Numerically, this gives the branching ratio 

BR(Ua - 7r+7r-) - 10-VA' (32) 

where £ = 10|rut/V'c(,| is probably less than unity, and N has strong dependence 
on the value of g: A' = ISO for g = I and Ar = 5.S for # = 1/2. The present 
experimental limit is 

J 3 f l ( J 0 n - . I r + J T - ) < 3 x l O - 4 . (33) 

A similar PQCD analysis can be applied to other two-body decays of the B: 
the ratios of the widths will not be so sensitive to the form of the distribution 
amplitude, allowing tests of the flavor symmetries of the weak interaction. 

LEADING TWIST QCD PREDICTIONS FOR HEAVY QUARK 
PRODUCTION 

We now turn to one of the most important applications of QCD to collider 
physics - the production or heavy quarks.' It is well known that the dominant 
QCD contributions to heavy quark production in hadronic collisions is computed 
from the sum of leading twist gg and qq fusion subprocess cross sections. The 
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result ing hadronir cross section obeys QCD factorization: 

de[HAHH - QX) _ T-+ 
dh>JE" " •£-

u 
(34) 

x / rfxirfjj — * Wilt Gi{*\,Q\)Gt{i2iQi) • 

It seems remarkable that thr same structure functions that appear hcrr also 
appear in deep inelastic lepton scattering even in the case of heavy ion collisions, 
since intuitively one would expect strong initial state distortions of the nurlear 
structure fund ions. In furl such initial state interactions will not affect the 
inclusive cross section if the target length conditions Ea > / i ' I / i and Et > f^L,.\ 
ar<" satisfied, where Ea is the energy of parton a in the rest frame of target B and 
ft' is a characteristic QCP mass scale. At such high energies, coherence occurs 
helwivn (Haulier scattering on different target centers, and there is insufficient 
lime for tIn- pnrimi tn have an inelastic reaction which can change its mass by as 
nnirli as fr. Helow this scale, normal attenuation ocrurs. However initial Male 
interactions will always lead to an excess of central region multiplicity mid nn 
increiUK' of the heavy tpiark pair transverse momentum. However, if the target 
length mtiditioM- are satisfied, this is n unitary effect which does not eiFerl the 
total integrated heavy quark production rate. Proofs that this factorization is 
valid to all order* in perturhnliou theory to leading order in 1/OIQ have hern 
outlined by Collins. Soper. and Stemian. and by Bodwin. A recent analysis 
liy Qiu and Stennan " shows that the factorization of structure functions and 
suhprneess cross sections is even valid to next to leading order in 1/m^. 

The calculation of the next to leading order in a,(Q~) corrections to this 
result is highly non-trivial. The main results are given in Refs. 63 and (M, 
An essential point is that very large corrections from 2 —• 3 stiliprocesses cross 
seel inns such as fl/j -> QQg contribute to this order reflecting (he importance of 
having a spin-one gluon in the / - rhannel . In fact the gluon exchange subpro-
cesses artnally dominate the leading order 2 —» 2 annihilation suhproresses in the 
forward direction and at ris>* !5> t»g. 

] have indicated in the QCD faclorized formula that ihree high momentum 

scales must he determined: (he value of Q in the pertttrhativo expansion of the 
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subproccss crosH section and the values of Qi,Q? which set the QCD evolution 
scale of each structure function. However, it is not universally agreed on how or 
even whether one should try to set these scales in the lowest order predictions. 
In my view then1 is no such ambiguity: Lepage, Mackenzie, and I have ad
vocated a procedure called "automatic scale fixing.* Once one chooses a definite 
renorrnalization scheme to define and normalize the running coupling constant, 
one can set each scale Q hy requiring that the form of the predictions has no 
explicit dependence on the number of light fennion pairs: i.e. that the effects 
of fermion pair factorization arc ail correctly summed in the running coupling 
constant. This procedure is equivalent to the standard procedure used in QED. 

In addition to these leading twist contributions to heavy quark production, 
we will also need to consider higher twist (power-law suppressed in 1/mjj) con
tributions which arisr from the heavy quark conlent of the had ran wavefurtctrons 
themselves. The analysis and effect of such components is discussed in the next 
sect ions. 

THE HEAVY QUARK CONTENT OF NUCLEONS 

One of the most intriguing unknowns in nucleon strurture is the strange 
and c'darrn quark structure of thr nucleoli wavefunrtion.' The EMC spin crisis 
measurements indicate a significant .•;> content of the proton, with the strange 
quark spin strongly anti-corrclated with the proton spin. Just as striking, thr 
EMC measurements of the charm structure function of the Fe nucleus at large 
xtj ~ 0.4 appear to be considerably larger than that predicted by the conventional 
photon-gluon fusion model, indicating an anomalous rlinrm content of the nucleon 
at large values of r . The probability of intrinsic charm has been estimated to 
be(U9T. 

As emphasized in (he previous sections, the physical content of a hadron in 
terms of its quark and ghion constituents can he represented by its lighl-rone 
wavefunctioiis ^ U n P i h A,), which are given by the projection of the hadrou 
wavefunction on the romplcle set of Fock states defined at fixed light-cone time 
r = i + zjc. Here i , = (E, +pu)/(E + pi) , with £ , r, = 1, is the fractional 
(light-cone) momentum carried by parton i. The determination of the light-cone 
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wavefunciions requires diagnnalizing I lie light-cone Hamillonian on the free Pork 
basis. This in fact has been done for QCD in one-space ar,d one time dimension 
using a momentum space method of discretization called discretized light-roue 
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quantization (DLCQ), Efforts are now proceeding to solve the much more 
complex problem in 3+1 dimensions. E'en without explicit solutions, a great 
deal of information can be obtained at high k± or the end-point x ~ ] region 
using perl urbill ive QCD since the quark arid gluon propagators become far off 
shell. In particular one can obtain dimensional and spectator counting rules which 
determine the end point behavior of structure functions, etc. 

One of the most stirressfu) applications of the DLCQ method has been to 
QCD in one-space and one lime dimensions. Complete numerical solutions have 
been obtained for the meson and baryon spectra as well as their respective light 
cone Fuck state wavefu net ions for general values of the coupling constant, quark 
masses, and color. 

In Fig. 1L' I show recent results obtained by Hornbostcl ' for the structure 
fund inns of the lowest mass meson in QCD(I-H) wavefu net ions for Av = 3 and 
two quark flavors. As seen in the figure, the heavy quark distribution arising from 
the qqQQ Fuck component has a two-hump character. The second maximum is 
experted since the constituents in a bound state lend In have equal velocities. 
The result is insensitive to the value of the Q~ of the deep inelastic probe. Thus 
intrinsic charm is a feature of exact solutions to QCD(1 + 1), Note that the 
integrated probability for the Fock states containing heavy quarks falls nominally 
as gi/m% in this super-rciiormalizable theory, compared to g2/m.Q dependence 
expected in renormalizable theories. 

In 1 he case of QCD( 3+1). we also expect a two component structure for heavy 
quark structure functions of the light hadrons. The low if enhancement reflects 
the fact that the gluon-splitting matrix elements of heavy quark production favor 
low T. On the other hand, the Q^qq wavefunction also favors equal velocity of the 
constituents in order to minimize the off-shell light-cone energy and the invariant 
mass of the Fock state constituents. In addition, the nou-Abelian effective La-
grangian analysis discussed above allows a heavy quark fluctuation in the bound 
sate wavcftinction to draw momentum from all of the hadron's valence quarks 
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at order 1/tn^. This implies a significant contribution to heavy quark structure 
functions at medium to large momenlum fraction T, The EMC measurements of 
the charm structure function of the nucleon appear to support this picture. 

T 1 — i — i 1 1 •• l r 

Momentum Distribution q q O 0 

(a) r n 0 / m q - S 

1 0 

Figure 12 The heavy quark structure function Q(?) = Oqist(i) or the lightest 
meson in QCP(1+1| with A\ = 3 and j/"i f = 10. Two flavors aw assumed with 
(a) mg/m, = 1.001 and (b) nig/m, = 5 The curves are normalized to unit area 
The probability of the qq0Q state is 0.56 x 10"3 and 0 11 x IO -\ respectively Tlw 
DI.CQ method for diag.onaliT.ing ihr liglit-rane H*rniltatiiriti is used with anli-pcnadir 
boundary conditions The harmonic resolution is taken at A" = 10/2. (From Rpf 67 I 

It is thus useful to distinguish extrinsic and intrinxir contributions to strur-
lure functions. The extrinsic contributions are associated with the substructure 
of a single quark and gfuon of the hadron. Such contributions lead to the logartth 
mic evolution of the structure functions and depend on the momentum transfer 
scale of the probe. The intrinsic contributions involve At leasl two constituents 
and arc associated with the bound slate dynamics independent of the probe. 
(See Fig. 13-} The intrinsic gluon distributions are closely related to llie re-
Larded mass-dependent part of the bound-stale potential of the valence quarks. 
A rather complete model for the intrinsic gluon distribution of the proton includ
ing helicity correlations that satisfies known constraints is given in Ref, CS. 

It is also important to distinguish extrinsic and intrinsic contributions to the 
sea quark distributions. Fbr example, the extrinsic contributions to the charm 
quark sea only depends logarithmically on the charm quark mass at Q2 > m*. 
The intrinsic contributions are suppressed by two or more inverse powers of the 
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HXIS--d 
Extrinsic Intrinsic 

fa) (b| 

Figim- 111 Illustration* of (A) extrmsir (lending twisl) and (b) intrinsic (higher 
twist nu' :/"'J*l CjC'i) rotitrihuticins to the charm ntructurc function of tie proion 
G,fplr) The magnitude of the intrinsic contribution is controlled by the multi-glimn 
correlation parnrtieler /i in the prolan wavefunction The intrinsic contribution domi
nates (Vf/,.(r| »t large r 

heavy quark mans. Nevertheless, these contribution.6 can still be importanl ami 
dominate in certain kitiematir regions, particularly large T. The intrinsic contri
butions have a number r>r remarkable properties which we return to below. 

It is well known that the light-rone Fock state cxpansiu.. is physically equiv
alent to I lie ordinary equal time description of a hadrnn moving at large moiiien 
turn f\ K>r example, to describe r'/i scattering in the CM or HERA colliding beam 
configuration we consider tin- equal time Fock expansion of the proton in QCD. 

j/i) - \uu,() + \uudq) + . . . + \vudQQ) + ... (35) 

where q[Q) refer* lo a light (heavy (quark and g to a gluon. At high energies, most 
scattering processes in clertreproduction only involve stales of the proton that 
were formed long before the collision takes place. The individual Fock components 
"lifetimes" Af (before mixing with other components) which can bo estimated 

from I lie uncertainty relation AEAr — ] . At large hadron energies £ thp energy 
difference becomes small. 

x, 

Fork components for which 1/A/T is larger than the interaction time have thus 

formed before (lie s<altering and can be regarded as independent constituents 
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of the incoming wavcfunctian. At high energies only collisions with momentum 
transfers commensurate with the center of mass energy, such as deep inelastir 
lepton scattering [Q2 — 2mu) and jet production with pr — 0(Ecm) produce 
states with lifetimes as short as the scattering time. 

The above arguments show that a typical scattering process is essentially 
determined by the mixture of incoming Fock states, t.r, by the wavefunctions of 
the scattering particles. This is Irue even for collisions with very heavy quarks 
or with particles having very large jn in the final stale, provided only thai the 
momentum transferred in the collision is small compared to Etm- The cross 
sections for such collisions are thus determined by the probability of finding thr 
corresponding Fock stale? in the beam or target particle wavcfunctions; cf. Eq. 
(.35). An example or this is provided by the Betlie-Heillcr process of t+i~ pair 
production in QEl). A high energy photon can materialize in the Coulomb field 
of a nucleus into an r + c ~ pair through ihe exchange of a very soft pholon. The 
creation of the massive r + t ~ pair occurs long before the collision and is associated 
wi'h the wave function of the photon. The collision process itself is soft and does 
not significantly change the momentum distribution of the pair. Similarly, heavy 
quark production in hadron collision"; or electroproduction at any Q* at high 
energies (Ecm 3> TIXQ) is governed by the hard (far off energy-shell) component,1-
of the hadronir wavefunclion. 

THE STRUCTURE OF INTRINSICALLY-HARD STATES 1* 

The leading exlrinsir contribution to is one ghion splitting into a heavy quark 
pair, G —• QQ {Fig. 13(a)). We call this contribution extrinsic since it is inde
pendent of the hadron wavefunrlion. except for its gluon content. The extrinsic 
heavy quarks are, in a sense, "constituents of the gluon". The extrinsic heavy 
quark wave function has llir form 

y*u'™k{q<iQQ) = r G rtl{a -+ Q'Q) ~ , (3-) 

The square of the gluon amplitude TG gives the ordinary gltion structure function 
of the hadron. The gltion splitting amplitude 7// is of order yjat(rn% + PTQ)-
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and AE is I lie energy difference (36). The integral of the extrinsic probability 
j^rxnnwtj.' o v o r pj r o r pj.^ ^ Q(mQ) brings a factor of rr»g. Hence wo see 
thai ihr probability of finding extrinsic heavy quarks (or large pj) in a hadronic 
wavefunction is only logarithmically dependent on the quark mass (or pr). The 
production cross section of the QQ pair is still damped by a factor 1/m.g. this 
being the approximate transverse area of the pair. 

Intrinsic heavy cpiark Fock states arise from the spatial overlap of light 
partons. A typical diagrams is shown in Fig. 13(b) . The transverse distance 
between the participating light partons must be J$ C?(l/mg) for them to be able 
(.0 produce the heavy quarks. The wave function of the intrinsic Fock state has 
the general structure 

*>»»"»«[qqQQ) = I \ , Ttt[ij -+ QQ) ~ £ . (3?I 

Here T 1 ; is the two-parkm wavefunction, which has a dimension given by the 
inverse hadrou radius. 7//( IJ —» QQ) is the amplitude for two (or. more generally, 
several) light parlous I.J to create the heavy quarks, and A £ is the energy 
difference (.1f>( between the heavy quark Fock slate and the hadron. A .sum 
over different processes, and over the momenla of the light partons, is implied in 
(38). In renormalizahle theories such as QCD, the amplitude 7// is dimcnsionless. 
Hence, up to logarithms, the probability |qr"K*""*|2 for intrinsic heavy quarks is 
of G{ l/rnn) (afier the pf integration). This is smaller by 1/rrig as compared to 
the probability (17) for extrinsic heavy quarks, ' as is true of higher twist. The 
relative suppression is due to the requirement that the iwo light partons be at a 
distance S UmQ °f each other in the intrinsic contribution. It is easy to see that 
the intrinsic contributions of a given order in the inverse quark mass correspond 
to the matrix elements of the heavy quark effective Lagrangian. 

In contrast to the extrinsic contribution (S), which depends only on the inclu
sive single gluon distribution, an evaluation of the intrinsic Fock state (4) requires 
a knowledge of multiparton distributions amplitudes. In particular, we need also 
the distribution in transverse distance between the partons. Our relative igno
rance of the rriultiparton amplitudes r, ; for hadrons makes it difficult to reliably 
calculate the magnitude of the intrinsic heavy quark probability. We can, how
ever, cslimate the distribution of intrinsic quarks from the size of the energy 
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denominator AE, as given by (3<i). It is clear that those Fock states which mini
mize AE, and hencr have the longest life) imes, also have the largest probabilities. 
In fact, taking 

I*'"1™*|2 **.]/(AA*)1 , (39) 

one finds that the maximum is reached for 

Jmt + PT, 
T, = V , . (40) 

implying equal (longitudinal) velocities for all partons. The rule (39) has been 
found to successfully describe the hadranizat ion of heavy quarks. ' 

Using the probability (39). we see from (40) ihat partons with the largest mass 
or transverse momentum carry mosi of the longitudinal momentum. This has 
long been one of the hallmarks of .ntrinsir charm. We also note that the intrinsic 
heavy quark states have a larger transverse size than the extrinsic ones, although 
both fend to be small, of 0{ 1 {rrtq). The extrinsic heavy quarks are produced by 
a single (pointlike) ghion, (Fig. 14(a)) whereas the intrinsic mechanism is more 
peripheral (Fig. 14(b)). This means that rescattering and absorption effects 
for intrinsic states produced on heavy nuclei will be relatively more significant, 
compared to that for extrinsic states. In addition to the heavy quarks Q, such 
reseat tering may afTcct the light partons involved in the intrinsic state. These 
light quarks tend to be separated by a larger transverse distance than the heavy 
quarks, further pnhancing the rescattcrmg. 

Consider now the formation of intrinsic heavy quark states in nuclear wave 
functions. At high energies, partons from different nucleons can overlap, pro
vided only that their transverse separation is small. Thus the partons which 
create intrinsic heavy quarks can come from two nucleons which arc separated by 
a longitudinal distance in the nucleus. It is reasonable to assume that partons be
longing to different nucleons are uncorrected, t.c. that the two-parton amplitude 
Ti} in Eq. (38) is proportional to the product I \r , of single parton amplitudes. 
Hence the amount of intrinsic charm in nuclei may possibly be more reliably cal
culated than for hadrons. The probability for intrinsic charm will increase with 
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Figure 14 QCD mechanisms for channoniuni production (a) Conventional ghion-
gluon fusion mec Itanism (b) Illustration of intrinsir charm contribution To pp — Jfi X 
due to the "diffract ive' excitation of the intrinsic hnavy quark Fock state Notice thai 
the interaction is with a peripheral light quark of the projectile (c) Illustration of 
intrinsir charin contribution to tp — t'J/v.X due lo the "Coulnmb" excitation of the 
intrinsic heavy quark Fock si ale Notice that the interaction of the soft photon is with 
a peripheral light quark of the projectile 

the nuclear path length as A'J*. Moreover, the total longitudinal momentum of 
the intrinsic quark pair, being supplied by two different nucleons, can be larger 
than in a single had ran. and can in fart exceed the total momentum carried by 
one nucleon. 

All that we have said above concerning heavy quark Fock states applies 
equally to slates with light partons carrying Urge transverse momentum, t's^ 
ing Kq. (39) as a guideline for the probability of intrinsic hardness, we see in 
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fact that the parton mass and pr appear in an equivalent way. Remarkably. 
QCD predicts that these high mass fluctuations occur in the nucleon and nuclear 
wavefunctions with the minimal power law fall off: P{M2 > M\\ *» l/A^g. We 
again expert that the intrinsic mechanism will be dominant at large i f , and in 
particular in the cumulative \iy > I) region of nuclear wavefunctions. In each 
case one can materialize the large mass fluctuations in electroproduclion even at 
minimal photon mass £j J . The crucial experimental requirement is the ability to 
identify the large) fragments in the target fragmentation region. 

CONSEQUENCES OF INTRINSIC HEAVY QUARKS 
IN HADRONIC A N D NUCLEAR COLLISIONS 1 6 

The concept of intrinsic charm was originally inspired by had roll -hadron scat-
tcring experiments'* showing unexpectedly abundant charm production al large 
1/- = 2pchtrm/£ct»- When extrapolated to small if, the data suggested total 
charm cross sections in the mitlibarn range, far beyond the predictions (20 - 50 
lib) of the standard QCD gluon fusion process, illustrated in Fig, 14(a). Later 
data with good acceptance at low i r showed that the total charm cross ser-
lion actually is compatible with the gluon fusion process.' Nevertheless, more-
evidence was also obtained showing that charm production al large i f , albeit 
a small fraction of the total cross section, remains larger than expected. The 
large i f data also shows correlations (leading particle effects) with the quantum 
numbers of the beam hadron that are incompatible with gluon fusion.' 

The intrinsic charm production mechanism (Fig. 14(l>)| would normally b<-
expecled to give a contribution smaller than the extrinsic one, due to the 1/m^ 
suppression from the requirement of spatial overlap of initial light partons. How
ever, at sufficiently large i f the intrinsic mechanism will dominate, because the 
momentum of several incoming partons can be transferred to the heavy quarks 

Experiments on charm production from nuclear targets have also shown an 
anomalous dependence on the nuclear number A. If the open charm (D, A r) cross 
section is parametrized as 

~ o c , 4 » < " > (41) 
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then n(xf ~- 0.2) «- 0.7...0.9 is obtained. ' ' ' For heavy nuclei (A s= 200) this 
means a factor of 2 . . .3 suppression in the cross section, compared to the leading 
QCD expectation (o = 1). In this respect, the charm production data is quite 
different from that of massive ^-pair production, for which Q is found to be very 
close to I.'' 

In the following sections I shall argue that intrinsic heavy quarks of the 
hadronic Fock state wavefunctions allows one to understand the observed devia
tions from the perttirbative QCD predictions based solely on fusion subprocesseis. 
There are, in fact, a number of interesting phenomenological consequences of 
intrinsic charm and beauty in the proton wavefunction: 

» The charm and beauty struct lire functions of the proton are expected to 
be much harder than that predicted by pholon-gtuon fusion. The EMC 
measurements of the charm structure function measured in ft Ft —* fifi.X 
has a magnitude approximately 20 times larger than that predicted hy 
fusion It will be particularly interesting to see if HERA measurements 
confirm this anomaly and also find a significant b-quark distribution at 
large rhj. 

t Heavy quarkonium can be produced at large xp in the beam and Largrt 
fragmentation regions. A dramatic example is low Q' Coulomb excitation 
of the proton in elrctruproduclion «.;» —• t'J/v'A' where the intrinsic c? in the 
proton can combine their momenta to produce heavy quarkonium states out 
to Urge rp in the proton fragmentation region. (Sec Fig. 14(c). ) This test 
will be particularly interesting at the HERA cp collider, requiring forward 
acceptance of di-leptons. In this process, the photon excites the proton by 
interacting with the valence quarks. Hover, Mueller, and I have estimated 
that intrinsic hardness leads to cross sections of order 

_ r f f f ( 1 - T / - ) 2 

rfl 

and 
An f l - T r \ ' 

(42) 

The nnrmalizatinn and mass scale of these terms is supplied b>' the mtilti-

rflog<?-' "fc 
dn ( 1 - I F ) 1 
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particle distribution amplitudes in the proton wavefunclion. 

• Mure generally, soft gluon exchange with spectator quarks in intrinsic heavy-
quark Fock stales can lead to significant cross sections for charmonium 
and upsilon production at large xp in liadronic collisions. In fact, as we 
shall emphasize in later sections there is ample evidence for anomalously-
large Jfx> production in proton and pion induced reactions. In fact the 
NA3 experiment has even observed the coincident production of two Jfi}< 
particles with total xp > 0.8. 

• Charm and beauty baryons and mesons ran he produced at large xp by the 
recombination of the intrinsic heavy quark with ro-moving spectators in the 
hadronir wavefunction. Again, the soft gluon or Pomcron interaction with 

14 

the target can be with the peripheral spectators of the beam hadron. not 
necessarily the heavy quark pair. This mechanism can account for the 
observations of high xp A r {dSfdxp *- (1 - x.p)2) seen in several ISR 

7B — 

experiments, the high xp "E(c*u) stale observed in the hyperon beam 
experiment WA62 (dyfdrp — (1 - if)' ' ) . the high xp excess of D and 
D mesons reported by the LEBC-EHS experiment in pp collisions, and the 
anomalous charm production results of the n.4 experiment E40Q. Intrinsic 
heavy quarks imply that the distribution of charm and beauty hadrons at 
low transverse momentum will be much more copious at large rapidities at 
the SSC and LHC than usually assumed. 

• The fact that the production of the intrinsic charm system can be accom
plished by collisions of the peripheral quarks at relatively large impact dis
tances in the incident Fock state implies that the main interaction in a 
nuclear target tends to occur on the front surface of the nucleus. This can 
account for the observations by NA3 and £772 that charmonium produc
tion in hadron nucleus collisions is proportional to A0"11"917 at large rp 
where intrinsic charm dominates over fusion mechanisms. 

• The presence of intrinsic charm in the proton implies that charm production 
at threshold can be considerably larger than expected from fusion mecha
nisms. This can be tested in exclusive charm cleclroproduction reactions 
such as -)"p -» DAc, cross sections near threshold. Such measurements of 
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const rained charmed meson and charmed baryon final states can be used 
to determine charmed baryon decay branching ratios, one of the .najor un
certainties in the present determinations of the charmed baryon production 
cross sections in hadron collisions. 

• The hardness of the intrinsic heavy quark distributions in the proton implies 
that the average energy of parton-parton subprocesses initiated by such 
partem distributions will be higher than gluon-induced reactions. 

• The enhanced coupling of Higgs particles to heavy quarks compensates for 
the power law suppression of the intrinsic heavy quarks, Thus searches for 
the Higgs based on intrinsic heavy quark distributions at large xf may be 
advantageous for high energy pp colliders. 

[t thus is natural to attribute the anomalous nuclear dependence shown by 
the charm production data with the dominance of the intrinsic charm component 
at large i f . As I review in the next sections, the necessity for intrinsic heavy 
quark contributions is especially clear in heavy quarkonium production. 

SUPPRESSION OF HEAVY QUARKONIUM PRODUCTION 
IN NUCLEAR COLLISIONS 3 0 

One of the most striking nuclear effects in QCD is the observation at CERN 
in by NA-38" that the ratio of J/u' production to the lepton pair continuum i.1-

strongly suppressed in nucleus nucleus collisions. The suppression of this ralio in 
creases with the associated hadronic transverse energy Ej and decreases with the 
transverse momentum Pp of the pair. The NA3S results have raised considerable 
interest since they appear generally consistent with the hope that a quark-glnon 
plasma could form in high energy heavy ion collisions and thus screen the normal 
color forces responsible for binding the QQ. Such a "quagma" effect is naluralh 
enhanced in events that have high ET, since high associated multiplicity implies 
that the two nuclei have collided with maximum overlap. In addition, one experts 
that the suppression would be strongest in reactions where the pair has low /*/ 
since geometrically the color-screening in the plasma region can then act over 
longer distances. 

If the "qiiagma" explanation of quarkonium suppression is correct, then this 
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effect should be specific to heavy nucleus-nucleus collisions. However, recent 
measurements of J/tl>, ti?\ and T production in high energy irA and pA collisions 
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at Fermilab by the E772 collaboration show that there is a striking suppression 
of heavy quarkonium production even in hadron nucleus collisions. These results 
confirm the earlier measurements of the Jj^r nuclear dependence by NA3 and 
E672. Perhaps the most remarkable result found by E772 is the observation that 
T production in pA collisions is Btrongly suppressed at negative i f , i.e. in the 
nuclear fragmentation region, but in not the proton fragmentation region. 

It is clear that one must resolve the origin of heavy quarkonium suppression 
in hadrcm-nucleus collisions before one can make any conclusions about quark-
gluon plasma effects in heavy ion collisions. It is evident from the data that there 
must be other non-Additive nuclear effects which also can differentially suppress 
heavy quarkonium production compared to lepton pair production. 

Gluon Shadowing 

An obvious candidate for the suppression of heavy quarkonium in nuclear 
collisions is the shadowing of the gluon distribution in the nucleus Ggj^(x,Q) < 
AGg/\'(x,Q) since the gluon-gluon fusior. gg -+ QQ is expected to be the dom
inant production subprocess in PQCD. However, as emphasized in Ref. 27 tin1 

shadowing of the structure function of the nuclear target predicts that the nuclear 
suppression of the qitarkonium cross section should be a faclorized function of 
the gluon momentum fraction X2. dojdxp oc Gj^fjj) oc A°* t a'. 

In the rase of 7/tf< production, the data on the Xf-dependence of a is par-
79 2fi 

ticularly detailed, ' showing a remarkable decrease from et = 1 near xf = 0 to 
o = 0.7... 0.8 at large Xf. The data at different beam energies are very similar, 
implying that Feynman scaling is valid. Thus the nuclear dependence exhibited 
by the J/tl' data when compared at different energies is actually a fund ion of 
Xf = xi — xz rather than 12- The nuclear suppression does not factorize into 
a product of beam and target structure functions, as expected in leading twist. 
The target dependence thus must be due to a higher twist effect, i.e. one that 
is of 0(1 /TTIQ), compared to the leading (factorizable) QCD process. Moreover, 
in the case of T production the values of the ghion fraction ti arc too large to 
expect much shadowing, Certainly gluon shadowing cannot explain the observed 
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suppression of pA -» T.Y production in the negative xjc- region. 

Although gluon shadowing by itself cannot explain the observed nuclear sup
pression of heavy quarkonium, it must occur on general grounds. Hung Jung 
Lu and I have shown that the nuclear shadowing (suppression below addi
tivity) of parton distributions at low r t j reflects the nuclear dependence of the 
(off-shell) anti-parlon nucleus cross section at high energies. This result follows 
from the crossing behavior or the forward parton-nuclcus amplitude as in llu> 
Landshofl*. Polkinghorne, Short model. We also show that in some cases anli-
shadowing (an enhancement above additivity) of structure functions occurs due 
to coherent Reggeon contributions. In our analysis wr expect thai the nuclear 
gluon distribution will be shadowed more at j - ^ -+ 0 than nuclear quark distri
butions since the gluon has stronger Glauber multiple scattering in the nucleus 
due to its stronger color charge, Tt is difficult to predict the possible magnitude 
of gluon anii-shadowing because of uncertainties in the coupling of Reggeon ex
change to the forward gluon-nucleon scattering amplitude. A useful estimate and ' 
model for gluon shadowing, including its evolution, has been given by Qiu. 

Final State Absorption of Quarkonium 

Another mechanism which can suppress heavy quarkonium production in 
nuclear targets is final state absorption of the QQ bound state, as expected in 
the standard Glauber analysis. The photoproduction cross section *>/4 —* Jfil'X is 
an ideal process lo isolate such effects. However, the data show very weak nuclear 
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dependence. In fact SLAC measurements imply that the effective .//0-nucleon 
cross section is less than 4 mfr at low energies, £jai, ~ 20 GtV. At higher energies, 
the cc quarks do not have time to separate significantly inside the nucleus. Thus 
the Jf\k forms only after the charm quarks have left the nuclear environment. 

3] 
and the suppression cannot be related to the size of the J/\p wave function. 
This is also supported by the E772 data showing that the nuclear suppression for 
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the ty(25) and the J/4' is the same. Thus, because of color transparency and 
the finite formation time of the charmonium state, one expects that the effective 
J/V'-nucleon cross section is even smaller at higher energies. This is due to the 
fact that the cc slate is formed with a transverse size of order of the Com pi on 
scale 1/rng. and it stays small over a distance proportional to its energy as it 
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traverses the nucleus. In contrast, the NA3 and Fermi lab E337 data show that 
the nuclear suppression strongly increases with the momentum of the Jfrj\ In 
addition, we note thai the T-nucleon interaction cross section is much less than 
that of the Jfi< due to the much smaller size of the 64 bound state, Nevertheless, 
the E772 data shows significant nuclear suppression for T production. 

Thus final state absorption of heavy quarkonium cannot account for any of 
the major features seen in the nuclear production data. Of course, Buch effects 
must be present al some level and need to be included in a complete analysis. 

Nuclear Suppression Due to Co-Moving Spectators 

In any event in which heavy quarks .ire produced, there are many other 
spectator quarks and ghions produced in the centra) and beam and target frag
mentation regions. In the case of nuclear targets or beams, multiple scattering 
processes can lead to a cascade of sucii secondary parlons. Eventually, the spec
tator partans hadronizc to produce the associated multiplicity. 

IT a given spectator parton has a similar rapidity as the Q or Q„ then the cross 
section for it to interact wit.li the heavy quark can be very large. (See Fig. 15. ) 
In fact, a capture reactions such as qh —* Bg al low relative velocity will deplete 
the production of the T in favor of open B production. Other capture reactions 
may include quark interchange processes such as irfc —• Bu and pc —» Acu. As 
emphasized in Ref. 31 v such reactions can account for many of the observed 
features of heavy quarkonium suppression in nuclei. 

As in the case of the quark-gluon plasma processes, the suppression of heavy 
quarkonium due to capture reactions with co-moving partons occurs more strongly 
in high ET and nuclear reactions since there is a higher density of co-moving 
spectators. This suppression occurs dominant ly at low Pj- since again that is 
where there strong parton interactions at low relative velocity. However, un
like the quagma effect, suppression due to co-movers can occur in any type of 
hadron-hadran or hadran nucleus collision. Thus, at least qualitatively, co-mover 
interactions can explain the main features of nuclear suppression, including T sup
pression at negative XF >n pA collisions and J/V1 suppression in nucleus-nucleus 
collisions as measured by NA38. 

However, co-mover interactions cannot explain all of the features of the J/t'1 
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Figure IS. Illustration of the interaction of produced charm quarks with ro 
moving spectators. The charm quark can coalesce with any co-moving parton created 
in the nuclear collision, thus enhancing charmed hadron formation at lh<! expense of 
charmonium production. 

nuclear suppression data. In particular, the fact that the suppression of quarku-
nium production becomes strongest at large values of i f in Imdrou-nucleus col 
lisions is not explained, since the density or co-moving spectators produced in a 
nuclear collision is maximal in the central rapidity region. Another effect musl 
still be present which we will discuss below. 

It is interesting to note that the coalescence of valence quarks which are 
co-moving with heavy quarks can play a role in explaining the leading particle 
effects seen in high *f heavy meson and baryon production. This is analogous la 
the strong final state distortion effects one sees in Bethe-Heitlcr pair production 
fZ —• €+€~Z when the electron has low relative velocity with the final stale 
nucleus. This is discussed in detail in Ref. 8>1. 

Coherent Hadronization 

The QCD capture reaction qb —• Bg is a fundamental process which should 
occur in the final stages of heavy quark jet hadronizalion. This reaction is anal
ogous to the reaction t~p —* H-) in QED. In the atomic physics case, one can 
greatly increase the probability of capture by bathing the reaction in coherent 
light of the same frequency as that of the outgoing photon. Thus, in the nuclear 
case one may also be able to coherently induce hadronization of heavy quark 
capture reactions due to the presence of coherent co-moving gluons and hadrons. 
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The signal for coherent enhancement or the induced hadronization would be a 
non-linear dependence of the capture process (and consequent quarkonium sup
pression) with increasing associated multiplicity. 

Intrinsic Charm and the Nuclear Suppression of Quarkonium 

As emphasized above, the mechanisms previously discussed cannot readily 
account for the fact that the Jfi{> cross section becomes increasingly suppressed 
as IF increases. In fact, as emphasized by NA3, there is even a more serious 
incompatibility with the standard gluon-fusion picture of heavy quark production: 
the shape of the Jf^> production at large xp is loo hard if one assumes the 
standard (1 — r ) 9 counting rule form far the gluon distribution in protons and 
pious. The possibility that the gluon distribution itself could be much harder than 
assumed in standard models is unlikely due to the successful fits to tp —* J/t*A* 
data. 

A natural explanation of the increase of the nuclear suppression in Jf\p pro
duction with if is provided by the existence of two production mechanisms, the 
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extrinsic and intrinsic ones. As discussed above, intrinsic charm production is 
suppressed by a factor l/m;!. but this mechanism can still dominate the small 
gluon fusion cross section at large xp. Since the intrinsic heavy quark stale tends 
to haw a larger transverse size than the extrinsic one, it will suffer more reseat tar
ing in the nucleus. The r/--dependence of a can then be understood as reflecting 
the increasing importance of intrinsic Fock states at large x / \ A comprehensive 
treatment of these effects as well as the suppression of charmonium production 
at low xf due to ro-moving spectators is given in Ref. 30. A short discussion of 
this work is given in the next section. 

SYSTEMATICS OF Jty P R O D U C T I O N IN N U C L E A R COLLISIONS 1 1 

Recently Ramona Vogt, Paul Hover, and I have presented a comprehensive 
QCD based model for the if and nuclear dependence of heavy quarkonium pro
duction in photon-, hadron-, and nuclear-induced collisions. The xp dependence 
calculated in the model reflects both leading-twist QCD fusion subprocesses and 
higher-twist intrinsic heavy-quark components of the hadron wavefunction. The 
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model includes J4-dependent effects due to final-state absorption, interactions 
with co-movers, shadowing of parton distributions, as well as the intrinsic heavy-
quark components. The various effects are identified by comparisons with data 
for Jfit>, 0', and T production in pion-, proton-, and nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

As in the analysis of NA3, we assume the existence of two production 
components in order to explain the xp dependence heavy quarkonium produc
tion. The first component, dominant at small to moderate values of if, is the 

58 
perturbative QCD model of parton fusion. To first approximation, this hard-
scattering approach predicts a linear A dependence, as in lepton pair production 
by the Drell-Yan mechanism. Some absorption of the hadronic system can occur, 
leading to a less than linear A dependence of J/ip production by parton fusion. 
In addition, several initial and final state effects contribute to the A dependence 
of parton fusion in the model, particularly the interactions of the heavy quarks 
with co-moving spectators and the nuclear shadowing or anti-shadowing of the 
target gluons and sea quarks. 

In the model, the probability for the charm quarks to survive co-mover inter
actions to produce a charmonium state is given by 

S[b) = e x p - fdr (trcov) n(T, 6) , (43) 
m 

where trco is the -co-mover absorption cross section, v *- 0.6 is the relative velocity 
of the charm quarks with the co-movers, and n(T, b) is the density of co-movers at 
time r and impact parameter b. The integration extends from the time To, when 
the co-moving secondaries are formed, until TJ , the proper lifetime over which the 
co-movers can interact with the charm quarks. In the case of heavy ion collisions 
the rapidity density of co-movers increases with ET, the global transverse energy. 
One then finds that in order to be compatible with the observed values of 

Y(ET) = {da[AxA7 - J/il>X)/dET)f{d<T(AiAi - ^^IdEr) 
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in the NA3S experiment, one needs {acttv) *- 1.2 mfr. (See Fig. 16). Simi
larly, the nuclear suppression of the total T production cross section Been in the 
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E772 800 GeV pA experiment can be accounted for if there is no strong flavor 
dependence of ihe co-mover cross csction. (See Fig. 17), The suppression of 
T production observed at negative xp also appears to be accounted for by the 
co-mover interactions. 
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Figure 16. The effective co-avcr cross section is fixed at <reQ = 2 mb from &n 
examination of the NA38 (a) O+U, (b| S+U. and (c) O+Cu J/\l> production data at 
Ji = 19.4 GeV.1" Thr calculation with tr„ = 0 is shown OR B duhed line in figure 
(a). (From Rcf. 30. ) 
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«.« Figure 17. The A dependence eTT production B» determined by E772. Reaulls 
air shown Tor two assumptions for ff»{T). The first, r m (T) = » » 0 ) , « shown in the 
solid curve, and the second, »»{T) = v n (0)(m e /m») 9 . » given by the dashed curve. 
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Figure 18. The NA3 dala for the "dim-active" cr »A*fs" component Bdadjdrr 
for rl< production on nuclear targets is compared with predictions liased on the intrinsic 
charm *r distributions in p and * projectiles u given in Eq*. (37) and (3fi) of Ilcf 
30 Figure (a), (b), and (c) are from the * dala al ISO, 2B0. and 200 GrV respectively. 
Figure (d) compares the p beam data at 20(1 GeV with the calculation. 

The second component of the xp dependence is assumed to arise from an 
intrinsic heavy qiiark component of the projectile. " Since the charm quark mass-
is large, these quarks carry a significant fraction of the longiludina) momentum, 
contributing to the large Xf portion of the cross section. In this picture, the 
intrinsic cZ state is of small spatial extent and passes through the target while 
the slower light quarks interact primarily on the nuclear surface, giving rise to a 
near A1^ dependence of intrinsic charm. The comparison of the predictions of 
the model for intrinsic charm with the non-fusion "difTrnctive" component of the 
NA3 data is shown in Fig. 18. A comparison with the nuclear dependence of the 
total Jfti' dala in vA and pA collisions is shown in Fig. 19. 
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Figure 19 The nuclear Jr-depchdcnce otJ/v produrtion from NAS Figure (a) 
compares the model of R>f 30 with w~ induced J/V production At 150 GeV (solid 
curve) and 780 GeV (dashed curve) Figure (li) compares 200 GeV J/l" production 
by >r" (solid curve), »"• (dashed curve), and j> (doi-dashed curve) beams with the 
calculations 

Predictions for Heavy Quarkonium Production at R.HIC 

Vogt, Hoycr. and 1 have also used our model to predict the behavior of 
quarkonium produrtion at RHIC, the heavy-ion collider to be built at Brookhaven. 
These calculations may serve as a benchmark against which the future data can 
be compared in a search for new effects. Fig. 20(a) shows the predicted A depen
dence in 100 GeV on 100 GeV pA collisions. We first present the A dependence 
of the J/\p production cross section. At T = m^/y/s — 0.015 and Tf = 0, the 
nuclear shadowing contribution is quite important, large enough to be experi
mentally confirmed or ruled out. The solid curve shows the full result whereas 
the dashed curve shows the prediction of the model leaving out gluon shadowing. 
There is a 25% difference in a/A with and without shadowing at high A. (The v' 
results arc similar.) We also show predictions for T produclion in pA collisions 
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tt is clear lhat all of the above A dependent effects must be coi idcred in 
a complete QCD description of J/tJ> and T production. All the contributions 
we have examined in our model will be present in the 'background' of ullra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In particular, it is necessary to understand Jjv 
production in detail to search for exotic effects such as quark-gluon plasma pro
duction. 

The present experimental evidence for the existence of intrinsic charm in 
hadronic and nuclear collisions must still be regarded as suggestive but not con
clusive. More quantitative studies of the intrinsic charm wavefunction, using 
muttiparton distributions, coupled with belter data on open charm at large xp 
is clearly needed. Elect reproduction studies can play a definitive role by measur
ing the charm structure function in semi-inclusive reactions, and by measuring 
the distribution of charmed hadrons and cliarmonium in the large xf proton 
fragmentation region. 

COLOR TRANSPARENCY 

One of tin* most interesting QCD phenomena that can be tested in nnclei is 
"color transparency." ' A basic feature of perturbativr QC1) is the assertion 
that a hadron can only scatier through large momentum transfer and stay intari if 
its wavefunction is in a fluctuation which contains only valence quarks al small 
transverse separation fcj. •- l/Q. QCD then makes the remarkable prediction that 
the cross section for large momentum transfer quasi-clastic scattering such as 
cp —• en in a nucleus will be unaffected by final state absorption corrections, since 
the scattering is dominated by a configuration of the valence-quark wavefunctinn 
of the proton which has a small color dipole moment. (By definition, quasi-elastir 
processes are nearly coplanar, integrated over the Fermi motion of the protons in 
the nucleus. Such processes are nearly exclusive in the sense thai no extra hadrori* 
arc allowed in the f. al state.) Thus, at large momentum transfer and energies. 
quasi elastic exclusive reactions are predicted to occur uniformly in the nuclear 
volume, unaffected by initial or final stale multiple-scattering or absorption of the 
interacting Itadrons. This remarkable phenomenon is called color transparency, 
refleclinj the transparency of the nucleus to small color-singlet configurations. As 
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emphasized by Pire and Ralston, the nucleus filters out the non-perturbative 
soft-contributions. 

There arc two conditions which set the kinematic scale where PQCD color 
transparency should be evident and for which quasi-clastic scattering cross sec-
lion will be additive in thp proton number Z of the nuclear target. First, the 
hard scattering subproccss must occur at a sufficiently large momentum trans
fer so that only small transverse size wavefunclion components t/'fr,,^ — l/Q) 
with small color dipole moments dominate the reaction. Second, the state must 
remain small during its transit through the nucleus. The expansion distance is 
controlled by the time in which the small Fock component mixes with other Fock 
components. By Lorentz invariance, the time scale r = 2Ef/AM2 grows lin
early with the energy of the hadron in the nuclear rest frame, where A.Vf2 is 
the difference of invariant mass squared of the Fock components. The scale in 
momentum transfer that sets the onset or color transparency reflects the coherent 
formation time. ' The first test of this phenomenon in elcclroproduclion will 
be the NE-18 cA —* cp (A — 1) two-arm coincidence lest using the 9 GeV NPAS 
injector at SLAC 
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More generally, it is possible to use a nucleus as a ucolor filter"1 to 
separate and identify the threshold and perturbalive contributions to the scat
tering amplitude. If the interactions of an incident hadron are control'ed by 
gluon exchange, then the nucleus will be transparent to those fluctuations of 
the incident hadron wavefunction which have small transverse size. Such Fock 
components have a small color dipolc moment and thus will interact weakly in 
the nucleus; conversely. Fock components with slow-moving massive quarks can
not remain compart. They will interact strongly and be absorbed during their 
passage through the nucleus. 

The only existing test of color transparency is the measurement of quasi 
elastic large angle pp scattering in nuclei at Brookhavcn. The < ransparency rat io 
is observed to increase as the momentum transfer increases, in agreement with the 
color transparency prediction. However, in contradiction to perturbativc QCE* 
expectations, llic data suggests, surprisingly, (hat normal Glauber absorption 
seems to recur at the highest energies of the experiment p\t^ — 12 GeV/c. Even 
more striking is that litis is the same energy at which the spin correlation /t.v.v 
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is observed lo rise sharply to ANN — 0-6; i.e. the cross section for protons 
scattering with their spins parallel and normal to the scattering plane becomes 
four times the cross section for anti-parallel scattering, which is again in strong 
contradiction to PQCD expectations. 

T h e Charm Threshold 

It is important to note that the breakdown of color transparency and 
the onset of strong spin-spin correlations both occur at y/ti ~ 5 GeV or put, --
12 GeVfc, which is just where the charm threshold occurs in pp collisions. At 
this energy the charm quarks are produced at rest in the center of mass, and 
all of the eight quarks have zero relative velocity. The eight-quark cluster thus 
moves through the nuclear volume with just the center-of-mass velocity. Even 
though the initial cluster size is small (since all valence quarks had to be at 
short transverse distances to exchange their momenta), the multi-quark nature 
and slow speed of the cluster implies that it will expand rapidly and be strongly 
absorbed in the nucleus. This Fock component will then not contribute to the 
large-angle quasi-elastic pp scattering in the nucleus: it will be filtered out. 

The charm threshold effect will couple most strongly to the J = L » 5 = 1 
partial wave in pp scattering. (The orbital angular momentum of the pp state 
must be odd since the charm and anti-charm quarks have opposite parity.) This 
partial wave predicts maximal spin correlation in ANN. Thus, if this threshold 
contribution to the pp —» pp amplitude dominates the valence quark QCD ampli
tude, one can understand both the large spin correlation and the breakdown of 
color transparency at energies close to charm threshold. Thus the nucleus acts as A 
filler, absorbing the threshold contribution to elastic pp scattering, while allowing 
the hard scattering perturbative QCD processes to occur additively throughout 
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the nuclear volume. Experimentally, a strong enhancement of ANN is observed 
at the threshold for strange particle production, which is again consistent with 
the dominance of the J = L = S = 1 partial wave hclicity amplitude. (Sec-
Fig. 21.) The large size of ANN observed at both the charm and strange thresh
olds is striking evidence of a strong effect on clastic amplitudes due to threshold 
production of rcrmion-antirermion pairs. 

If the above explanation of the ANN and color transparency anomalies is 
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Figure 21. The spin-spin asymmetry ANN in pp elastic scattering as a function 
of Pith *t 0<m = */2. The data are from Crosbie et at. (solid dots], Lin tt ai. (open 
squares) and Bhatia ti al (open triangles). The peak alpi,!, = 1.26 GeV/c corresponds 
to the pA threshold. The data are well reproduced by the interference or the broad 
resonant structures at the strange <pi,h = 2.35 GeV/t) and charm (pi»b = 12.8 GeV/c) 
thresholds, interfering with a PQCD background. The value of ANN from PQCD alone 
is 1/3. (From Ref. 23. ) 

correct, then one can identify the effect of heavy quark thresholds in hadron col
lisions by studying their elastic scattering at large angles. Through unitarity, even 
a nearly isotropic threshold cross section of only 1 fib for the production of open 
charm in pp collisions will have a profound influence on the pp —* pp scattering 
at y/s ~ 5 GeV because of its very small cross section at 90°. The production of 
charm at threshold implies that there is a contribution with massive, slow-moving 
constituents to the pp elastic amplitude which can modify the ordinary PQCD 
predictions, including dimensional counting scaling laws, helicity dependence, 
angular dependence, and especially the "color transparency** of quasi-elastic pp 
scattering in a nuclear target. Note that this effect would not affect the onset 
of color transparency in quasi-elastic ep scattering, but it could appear in other 
color transparency tests in eiectroproduction such as eA —» e'rn(/l — 1). 

There are many possible tests of color transparency in eiectroproduction, 
photoproduction and hadron production in nuclei. In each case one tests for the 
dominance of small components of the hadronic wavefunction in a hard-scattering 
exclusive reaction. In the case of high energy J /0 or T photoproduction, the 
initially formed ($Q state can propagate freely through the nucleus as a small 
color-singlet forming the quarkonium state outside of the nucleus. Detailed 
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quantum mechanical analyses of the evolution of such systems have recently hern 
given in Ref. 90. 

Nuclenr-Dound Quarkontum 

] have argued Above thai the breakdown of color transparency and the sharp 
increa.se of the spin-spin correlation .4JVJV in large angle n» - • pp scattering ai 
v/s -*• 5 Ct\' reflects the onset of charm production in the inelastic channels. More 
generally, one can expert that any heavy quark system produced near threshold 
on a hadronir target will experience strong final state interactions, since there 
is a long time for the system to interact strongly. Tor example, there should be 
enhancements in the cross section to produce both open charm and charmonium 
in electroprodnrtion ai threshold beyond that expected from photon-gluon fusion 
due to both initial state inlrinsir charm components in the waveftmction. Mint 
nnilti-ghioti exchange interactions in the final state. The situation could be even 
more interesting in a nuclear target. 

For example, consider the reartion •) ^iic. -* 3 / /c(rr) where the charmoniuui 
state is produced nearly at rest. At the threshold for charm production, the 
produced particles will be slow (in the renter of mass frame) and will fuse inln 
a compound nucleus because of the strong attractive nuclear force. The charmo 
niuni slate will be attracted to the nucleus by the QCD gluoiiic van der Wauls 
force. One thus experts strong final state interactions near threshold. In fan, 
it is argued in Ref. 'S2 that the cv system could bind to the 3//f. nucleus. It 
is thus possible that a new type of exotic unclear bound state will be formed: 
charmouium hound to nuclear matter. Such a stale should be observable at a 
distincl •> *Iit center of mass energy, spread hy the width of the charmonium 
stale, and it will decay to unique signatures, The binding energy in the nucleus 
gives a measure of the rhartnoiiiiiin's interactions with ordinary hadrons and nu
clei: its hadronic decays will measure hadron-nucleus interactions and test rolni 
transparency starting from n unique initial state condition. 

In QCD. the nuclear forces are identified with the residual strong color inter 
actions due lo quark interchange and multiple ghion exchange. Because of the 
identity of the quark constituents of nucleoli*, a short-range repulsive compo
nent is also present (Pauli blocking). From ihis perspective, the study of heavy 
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quarkonium interactions in nuclear matter is particularly interesting; due to tin-
distinct flavors of the quarks involved in the quarkonium-nucleon interaction. 
there is no quark exchange la first order in elastic processes, find thus no OIK* 

meson-exchange potential from which to build a standard nuclear potential. For 
the same reason, there is no Pauli-blockiug and consequently no short-range nu
clear repulsion. Thr nuclear interaction in this case is purely gluonic and thus of 
a different nature from the usual nuclear forces. 

The production of nuclear-bound quarkoniuni would be the first realization 
of hadronic nuclei with exotic components bound by a purely gluonic potential. 
Furthermore, the charmoiiium-nurleon interaction would provide the dynamical 
basis for understanding the spin spin correlation anomaly in high energy pp elas
tic scattering. In this case, the interaction is not si rung enough to produce 
a bound state, but it can provide an enhancement at the heavy-quark thresh
old characteristic of an almost-bound system. The signal for the production of 
almost-bound nucleon (or nuclear) rharmoniuni systems near threshold is the 
isotropic production of the recoil nucleon (or nucleus) nt large invariant mass 
A/,v :s A/,,,. The experimental prospect for studying the formation of nuclear 
bound charmonium in anti-proton nnrlniF collisions arc diprussed by Seth in his 

95 contribution to these proceedings.' 

CONCLUSIONS 

In these lectures, 1 have shown how studies of the production and decay of 
heavy quark systems allow us to probe QCD in extraordinary ways not possible 
in ordinary hadrons. A number of novel heavy-quark phenomena predicted b\ 
QCD are just now beginning lo be explored, such as color transparency, nuclear-
bound quarkoniuni, intrinsic charm and beauty, and enhancements due to heavy-
quark thresholds. Several intriguing effects appear important for understanding 
the observed suppression of heavy quark and qiiarkoniuui production in nuclear 
collisions, including gluan shadowing, the peripheral excitation of intrinsic heavy 
quark components ofhadron wave-functions, and the "induced hadroni2ation~ due 
to the coalescence of heavy quarks with co-moving spectators. The study of t hew 
topics should lead lo new insights into the mechanisms for jet hadronization, color 
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confinement, the structure of liadronic wavefunctions, and other non-perturbativc 
QCD phenomena. I have particularly emphasized the impact of intrinsic charm 
and bcauly distributions for the production of high momentum heavy particles 
in cp pp and heavy ion colliders, including the production of quarkonium at high 
i f in the proton fragmentation region at HERA. On the theoretical side, I have-
discussed the utility of effective Lagrangian techniques and light-cone Foclt-state 
expansions for separating perturbative and non-perturbative QCD phenomena in 
heavy quark systems. An important application of this analysis is a new form 
of QCD amplitude factorization for calculating the decay of B-mesons to light 
hadrons. 
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